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your writing will be more effective if you learn to incorporate different kinds of sentences into your writing. by
using a variety a sentence types, you can make your writing more interesting and control a reader’s reaction.
four types of sentences - ereading worksheets - four types of sentences . directions: identify each type of
sentence and explain your answer. types of sentences: declarative, imperative, exclamatory, and
interrogative. ... write four declarative sentences, three interrogative sentences, two imperative sentences,
and an exclamatory sentence. sentence kindssentence kinds - nps www2 - sentence kindssentence kinds
declarative a declarative sentence "declares" or states a fact, arrangement or opinion. declarative sentences
can be either positive or negative. a declarative sentences ends with a period (.). examples 1. i'll meet you at
the train station. ... sentence types sentence types types of sentences worksheet - k5learning - title:
types of sentences worksheet author: k5 learning subject: grade 1 grammar worksheet: types of sentences
keywords: sentences, grade 1, grammar, english, worksheet types of sentences - english worksheets
land - types of sentences there are four kinds of sentences in the english language. the structure for each type
can differ in verb tense, word order and in punctuation. imperative: gives a command. declarative: makes a
statement. exclamatory: expresses strong feeling. interrogative: asks a question. sentence structure
basics: sentence types - sentence structure basics: sentence types overview: using a variety of sentence
types is necessary for composing writing that is stylistically interesting and complex. there are four main
sentence types: simple sentences, compound sentences, complex sentences, and complex-compound
sentences. alternating between sentence types will add variety to sentence types and functions powering silicon valley - sentence types and functions, spring 2014. 2 of 6 what are the different types of
sentences? sentences are divided into four categories: simple sentences, compound sentences, complex
sentences, and compound-complex sentences. simple sentences definition a simple sentence contains one
independent clause. examples johnny rode his bike to school. sentence types: simple, compound,
complex, and compound ... - sentence types: simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex simple
sentences - a simple sentence contains a subject and a verb. - it expresses a single complete thought that can
stand on its own. examples: 1. the baby cried for food. ^there is a subject and a verb that expresses a
complete thought. 2.
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